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Korean Americans (Hangul: í•œêµ-ê³„ ë¯¸êµ-ì•¸, Hanja: éŸ“åœ‹ç³»ç¾Žåœ‹äºº, Hangukgye Migukin) are
Americans of Korean heritage or descent, mostly from South Korea, and with a very small minority from North
Korea, China, Japan, and the Post-Soviet states.The Korean American community comprises about 0.6% of
the United States population, or about 1.8 million people, and is the fifth largest Asian ...
Korean Americans - Wikipedia
The following is a list of notable Korean Americans, including original immigrants who obtained American
citizenship and their American descendants.. To be included in this list, the person must have a Wikipedia
article showing they are Korean American or must have references showing they are Korean American and
are notable.
List of Korean Americans - Wikipedia
The Wuhan Gang & The Chungking Gang, i.e., the offsprings of the American missionaries, diplomats,
military officers, 'revolutionaries' & Red Saboteurs and the "Old China Hands" of the 1920s and the
herald-runners of the Dixie Mission of the 1940s.
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